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A Matrix Approach to Asset Pricing in Foreign Exchange Market

Abstract

The foreign exchange quotes can be arranged as a symmetry reciprocal

positive matrix, it has specific economic meanings: the largest eigenvalue

λmax is an indicator of the absence of arbitrage, and the corresponding eigen-

vector G means an instantaneous equilibrium price vector of virtual gold pars

which constitutes an arbitrage free exchange rate matrix. Through transfor-

mation of relative prices, arbitrage paths will show up.
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1 Introduction

The foreign exchange market as the biggest financial market with daily turnover of 3 trillion

dollars, has one of the distinct features from any other financial market: foreign exchange

quotes are in a special kind of matrix. To the best knowledge of the author, previously no

authors analyze the matrix of foreign exchange, here I try to present a brand new matrix

approach to asset pricing in foreign exchange market. In part 1 and part 2, ignoring trans-

action costs, we analyze the square matrix of exchange rates for its special properties and

financial meanings in asset pricing: its maximum eigenvalue max indicates the absence of

arbitrage opportunities and we introduce an arbitrage possibility indicator (API); the cor-

responding eigenvector implies ”virtual gold pars” for currencies, according to the ”virtual

gold par” vector we construct the arbitrage-free benchmark matrix B. Let C=A/B, we get

the comparative value matrix C, it indicates which currency is wrongly-valued in which mar-

ket by what extent, therefore indicates the optimal arbitrage path. In part 3 we discuss the

relationship between API and arbitrage earning rate (AER) without transaction costs and

with transaction costs. In part 5 we give an illustrative application for optimal arbitrage.

In a exchange market, the identification of arbitrage opportunities is an important topic.

In the latest book written by Levich (2001) [3]; identification of triangular arbitrage are

traditional. Bolland and Connor (2000) [2], identified arbitrage opportunities by Kalman fil-

tering and produced estimates of all the arbitrage prices, they also used neural network filter

to detect triangular arbitrage opportunities, but the procedures are intricate. Aliber (2001)

[?] How to identify arbitrage opportunities easily and quickly? Is there a simple indicator to

reveal arbitrage opportunities? If the indicator indicates that arbitrage opportunities exist,

how can we quickly find out the optimal arbitrage path from all possible permutations of cur-

rencies? Saaty (1977)[4] prepared a elegant mathematical tool for this analysis. Here we try

to present a brand new approach for arbitrage analysis. In part 1 and part 2, ignoring trans-

action costs, we analyze the square matrix of exchange rates for its special properties and

financial implications: its maximum eigenvalue λmax indicates arbitrage opportunities and

we introduce an arbitrage possibility indicator API; the corresponding eigenvector implies

“virtual gold pars” for currencies, according to the “virtual gold par” vector we construct

the arbitrage-free benchmark matrix B. Let C = A/B, we get the comparative value matrix
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C, it indicates which currency is wrongly-valued in which market by what extent, therefore

indicates the optimal arbitrage path. In part 3 we discuss the relationship between API and

arbitrage earning rate AER without transaction costs and with transaction costs. In part 4

we give an illustrative application for optimal arbitrage.

2 The Matrix of Foreign Exchange Rates and the Fi-

nancial Implications

2.1 Gold Standard.

Under gold standard, among n currencies, each currency has its gold par, i.e. currency i has

gold par gi. Denote eigenvector G = [g1, g2, ..gi, ...gn]T

Exchange rates are ratios between every two currencies, it displays as a matrix, the

column 1, 2, . . . n stand for currency-issuing countries or regions, the row 1, 2, 3 . . . n stand

for currencies. In direct quotation, in the location of country or region j, the exchange rate

of currency i against currency j, is bij = gi/gj. Ignoring transaction costs, we form a matrix

B of exchange rates as follows:

B =




g1

g1

g1

g2
. . . g1

gj
. . . g1

gn
g2

g1

g2

g2
. . . g2

gj
. . . g2

gn

. . . . . . . . .
. . .

...
...

gi

g1

gi

g2
. . . gi

gj
. . . gi

gn

. . . . . . . . . . . .
. . .

...
gn

g1

gn

g2
. . . gn

gj
. . . gn

gn




(1)

The gold standard matrix A of exchange rates, was proposed by Saaty (1977)[4], has

some characteristics:

1. bij > 0 for all i, j = 1, 2, . . . n.

2. bij = 1/bji, for all i, j, k = 1, 2, . . . n, which means direct arbitrage free for all curren-

cies. We also notice that each diagonal element is unity.
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3. bikbkj = bij for all i, j, k = 1, 2, . . . n, which means triangular arbitrage free for any

specific currencies, therefore arbitrage free for all currencies.

4. The matrix A has an eigenvalue λ(A) = n and the corresponding eigenvector G

represents ”gold pars”.

This is easy to prove that = nG, It implies that if exchange rates are strictly determined

by their ”gold pars”, the eigenvalue λ = n and the corresponding eigenvector G represents

”gold pars”. Later we shall prove that the eigenvalue n also is the largest eigenvalue. Gener-

ally speaking, the gold standard matrix B of exchange rates is an arbitrage-free benchmark

matrix. If an actual matrix of exchange rates deviates from the benchmark matrix, it means

that arbitrage opportunities exists.

2.2 Paper Money Standard

Under paper money standard, currencies are no longer denominated in gold pars, but we

can imagine that each currency has certain “psychological gold par’ or “virtual gold par”.

The actual matrix of exchange rates is shown in table 1 in part 4, which is very similar to

matrix B, such as aij > 0, aij ≈ 1/aji, aikakj = aij for all i, j, k = 1, 2 . . . n.

The relationship between actual matrix A and benchmark matrix B is that A can be

regarded as a perturbed matrix to B.

The arbitrage opportunities are detected by the largest eigenvalue λmax and the corre-

sponding eigenvector G. If λmax = n then arbitrage free, otherwise there exist arbitrage

opportunities. Please see proof in appendix.

3 Arbitrage Possibility Indicator API and the Optimal

Arbitrage Path

In this part we shall exploit the arbitrage possibility indicator API and the optimal arbitrage

path.
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3.1 The Arbitrage Possibility Indicator (API)

For the sake of simplicity, we define an arbitrage possibility indicator API:

API ≡ |λmax − n|
n− 1

(2)

API reflects the deviation of λmax from n, indicating the perturbation degree from the

arbitrage free benchmark matrix. In practical basis, API = 0 implies no perturbations

therefore no arbitrage opportunities, API > 0 implies arbitrage opportunities, the bigger

API, the larger opportunities.

3.2 The Arbitrage-Free Benchmark Matrix

Since λmax’s corresponding eigenvector G = [g1, g2, · · · gi, · · · gn, ]
T can be imagined as ”vir-

tual gold pars”, we can use it as a measure to mimic the arbitrage free matrix, then we get

a benchmark matrix B.

B =




1 b12 · · · b1j · · · b1n

b21 1
... b2j

... b2n
...

... 1
...

...
...

bi1 bi2 · · · . . . · · · bin
...

...
...

... 1
...

bn1 bn2 · · · bnj · · · 1




(3)

3.3 The Comparative Value Matrix

Dividing A by B, we get the “comparative value matrix C = {cij =
aij

bij
}.
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C =




a11

b11

a12

b12
. . .

a1j

b1j
. . . a1n

b1n
a21

b21

a22

b22
. . .

a2j

b2j
. . . a2n

b2n

. . . . . . . . .
. . .

...
...

ai1

bi1

ai2

bi2
. . .

aij

bij
. . . ain

bin

. . . . . . . . . . . .
. . .

...
an1

bn1

an2

bn2
. . .

anj

bnj
. . . ann

bnn




(4)

Each currency’s relative value to its “virtual par value’ cij are displayed. If cij = 1, the

currency is neither overvalued nor undervalued, or it is at the “virtual gold par”. In a special

case, if cij ≡ 1 for all i, j = 1, 2,, then matrix C constitutes an arbitrage-free plane. If cij

is less than unity, the currency i in location j is undervalued and falls below the arbitrage-

free plane, and if cijis larger than unity, the currency is overvalued and emerges out of the

arbitrage-free plane.

3.4 The Optimal Arbitrage Path

The principle to arbitrage is always buying low and selling high, the key to making profit is

to find the lowest element and highest element in comparative value matrix C.

Denote cmax = max{cij} = cimax,jmax and cmin = min{cij} = cimin,jmin
.

According to the arbitrage principle, we should buy currency imin in location jmin, and

sell currency imax in location jmax.

The procedure involves four currencies which means quadrangular arbitrage, in general

cases, to complete an arbitrage circle, it may need two transition phases: for example, pound

in New York is most undervalued and euro in Tokyo is most overvalued, we should find two

bridges to link pound and euro, yen and US dollar respectively, hereafter the arbitrage circle

is complete. In some cases, quadrangular arbitrage may degenerate to triangular arbitrage

and even direct arbitrage, then the transition phases may be reduced to one bridge or none.

Whether the arbitrage pattern is direct, or triangular or quadrangular, is decided by the

relationship among imax, imin, jmax, jmin.
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3.4.1 Direct Arbitrage

If imax = jmin and jmax = imin,these two elements are diagonal-symmetry and the arbitrage

pattern is direct arbitrage. An arbitrageur borrow currency jmin to buy currency imin in

location jmin and directly sell it for currency imax in location jmax, compared with the initial

amount of borrowing, the final arbitrage earning rate is

AER = 1/aiminjmin
∗ aimaxjmax − 1 (5)

For aij = bij ∗ cij,

AER = 1/biminjmin
∗ ciminjmin

∗ bimaxjmax ∗ bimaxjmax − 1 (6)

Due to 1/biminjmin
∗ bimaxjmax = 1,

AER = 1/ ∗ ciminjmin
∗ cimaxjmax − 1

From formula ?? in page?? we know that, although the AER is decided by elements of

matrix A, but due to the properties of arbitrage free benchmark matrix B, the final result

is actually decided by the corresponding elements of matrix C and we can directly compute

AER with reference to the corresponding elements of matrix C rather than that of matrix

A . In fact, if we compare arbitrage earning with the self-owned funds, the arbitrage earning

rate is infinite. For measuring the profitability properly, hereafter our definition of AER is

arbitrage earning compared with the borrowing amount.

3.4.2 Triangular Arbitrage

If imax = imin, the two arbitrage elements are either in the same row or in the same column,

and the arbitrage pattern is degenerated to triangular arbitrage.

1) When imax = imin, the arbitrage elements are in the same row. An arbitrageur using

currency jmin in location jmin buy currency imin, and sell it for currency jmax in location

jmax, then in the same location buy currency jmin , the final arbitrage earning rate is

AER = 1/ciminjmin
∗ cimaxjmax/cjminjmax − 1 (7)

2) When jmax = jmin, the arbitrage elements are in the same column. An arbitrageur

borrow currency jmin in location jmin, buy currency imin, and sell it in location imax for
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currency imax,then sell it in location jmax for currency jmin, the final arbitrage earning rate

is

AER = 1/ ∗ ciminjmin
∗ ciminimax ∗ cimaxjmax − 1 (8)

3.4.3 Quadrangular Arbitrage

Neither of the above cases, the arbitrage pattern must involve all four currencies and four

locations, which means fully quadrangular arbitrage. An arbitrageur borrow currency jmin

in location jmin to buy currency imin, and sell it in location imax for currency imin,then sell it

in location jmax for currency imax, then buy currency jmin in location imax, the final arbitrage

earning rate is.

AER = 1/ciminjmin
∗ ciminimax ∗ cimaxjmax/cjminjmax − 1 (9)

4 The Relationship between API, AER and Transac-

tion Costs

4.1 Without Transaction Costs

Let us begin with 2-Dimensional matrix.

4.1.1 2-Dimensional Relationship

Let A=

[
1 a12

a21 1

]

It is easy to know that λmax = 1 +
√

a12a21 and API =
∣∣√a12a21 − 1

∣∣

If a12a21 6= 1, let us suppose a12a21 = 1 + ε, ε is positive and small, then AER = ε, while

API=
∣∣√1 + ε− 1

∣∣ ≈ ε/2

This states that, for direct arbitrage, arbitrage earning rate is approximately as twice as

API. When ε is negative, the transaction should be made in the opposite direction, but the

relationship is still the same.
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4.1.2 Triangular Arbitrage

4.1.3 N-Dimensional Relationship

For higher-dimensioned matrix, the relationship between API and AER is indirect, there is

no analytic formula to describe the relationship. But, for the case of free of direct arbitrage,

we can approximately make comparisons .

Suppose the absolute values of discrepancies of cmax and cmin from unity are identical,

say δ*, then we have

AER ≈ cmax

cmin

− 1 =
1 + δ∗2

1− δ∗2
− 1 =

2δ

1− δ
≈ 2δ∗ (10)

from formula (10), generally because

δij < δmax = δ∗ (11)

then

API =
|λmax − n|

n− 1
<

δ∗2

2
(12)

we have

AER >
√

8API (13)

In other more general cases, the relationship between API and AER can be obtained

based on statistical approach and practical data, especially by regression method to solve

the relationship, then API can be used not only to detect whether the arbitrage opportunity

exists, but also to predict how much the AER is on an accurate way.

4.2 With Transaction Costs

Let us take transaction costs into consideration. Transactions costs are implicit primarily

the large commercial banks, in the spreads between the prices at which they buy and sell

foreign exchange.
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4.2.1 Direct Arbitrage

In matrix A, Suppose a21 is undervalued and a12 is overvalued, let t represents one-half of

the quoted bid-ask spread in percent, and for simplicity, assume that transaction costs are

identical for all currencies, then a21asked = a21(1 + t) anda12bid = a12(1− t).

According to the principle of buying low and selling high, The AER with transactions

costs is subscripted by dimension of currencies and transaction cost ratio, and the formula

is:

AER2t =
1

a21asked

× a12bid − 1 (14)

=
1

g2

g1

cmin(1 + t)
× g1

g2

cmax(1− t)− 1

=
cmax

cmin

× 1− t

1 + t
− 1

≈ (AER + 1)× (1− 2t)− 1

≈ AER− 2t (15)

AER2t ≈ AER− 2t (16)

4.2.2 Triangular Arbitrage

In the similar process, we can get the relationship between AER and transaction costs in

triangular arbitrage,

AER3t = AER− 3t; (17)

4.2.3 Quadrangular Arbitrage

It is similar that,

AER4t = AER− 4t (18)
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Table I Actual Exchange Rates Matrix A

1 2 3 4 5 6
New York Frankfurt London Tokyo Hong Kong Singapore

1 U.S. Dollar 1 1.1038 0.6888 1.1900 7.8000 1.8235
2 Euro 0.9050 1 0.6241 1.0955 7.0801 1.6403
3 Pound Sterling 1.4501 1.6026 1 1.7705 11.3200 2.6506
4 Yen(100) 0.8893 0.9099 0.5677 1 6.4300 1.4957
5 H.K. Dollar 0.1282 0.1414 0.0883 0.1555 1 0.2328
6 Singapore Dollar 0.5521 0.6098 0.3773 0.6681 4.3100 1

Exchange rates are units of the currency listed on the top row per unit of the left-hand column.
Data are monthly average for all currencies as of October 2001,except month-end data for
Bank of Japan .
Data sources: Statistical Bulletins from the Federal Reserve, Bank of England, European
Central Bank, Bank of Japan, the Monetary Authority of Hong Kong and the Monetary
Authority of Singapore, December 2001.

5 An Application for the Optimal Arbitrage

Let us illustrate the identification of the optimal arbitrage path by three tables (see the end

of the paper). Table I is the actual matrix of exchange rates, table II is the arbitrage-free

benchmark matrix computed according to the procedures in part II. table III is the ratio

matrix between Table I and Table II, which shows how much each currency is wrongly valued

therefore indicates the optimal arbitrage path.

insert table I here

In this table, we use practical data to verify the theory.

In table I, after computation, λmax= 6 .011648 and API = 0 .002330 > 0 , it indicates

that arbitrage opportunities exist. The eigenvector corresponding to λmax is G = [2 .04788 , 1 .85830 , 2 .98511 , 1 .71427 , 0 .26318 , 1 .13127 ]T ;

then we get the arbitrage-free benchmark matrix B = {bij = gi/gi} as follows:

insert table II here

Dividing the matrix A in table I by the matrix B in table II., we get the comparative

value matrixCin this table. Obviously, the element of fourth row, second column is most

undervalued which should be appreciated and marked by “∆”, the element of fourth row,

first column is most overvalued which should be depreciated and marked by “∇”. Obviously,

these two elements are in the same column, It is a typical triangular arbitrage pattern, we
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Table II Arbitrage-Free Benchmark Matrix B

1 2 3 4 5 6
New York Frankfurt London Tokyo Hong Kong Singapore

1 U.S. Dollar 1 1.01200 0.68601 1.19461 7.78101 1.81022
2 Euro 0.90744 1 0.62252 1.08404 7.06083 1.64267
3 Pound Sterling 1.45770 1.60638 1 1.74138 11.34237 2.63875
4 Yen(100) 0.83709 0.92247 0.57426 1 6.51343 1.51532
5 H.K. Dollar 0.12852 0.14163 0.08816 0.15353 1 0.23265
6 Singapore Dollar 0.55242 0.60877 0.37897 0.65993 4.29838 1

Table III Comparative Value Matrix C Indicates the optimal arbitrage path

1 2 3 4 5 6
New York Frankfurt London Tokyo Hong Kong Singapore

1 U.S. Dollar 1 1.0016 1.0041 0.9961 1.0024 1.0073
2 Euro 0.9973 1 1.0025 1.0106 1.0027 0.9986
3 Pound Sterling 0.9948 0.9976 1 1.0167 0.9980 1.0045
4 Yen(100) 1.0623∇ 0.9864∆ 0.9887 1 0.9872 0.9870
5 H.K. Dollar 0.9976 0.9987 1.0017 1.0130 1 1.0007
6 Singapore Dollar 0.9994 1.0016 0.9955 1.0124 1.0027 1

can employ the path indicated in the part 2, we find the bridge element is in second row,

first column, which marked by “”. Comparing with the actual matrix A, it shows that the

Yen in Frankfurt is most undervalued, and the Yen in New York is most overvalued, and

the bridge currency is the Euro in New York. An arbitrageur borrow the Euro buy the Yen

in Frankfurt and sell it for the U.S. Dollar in New York, then in the same location buy the

Euro, the final arbitrage earning rate is AER = 1/0 .9864 ∗ 1 .0623/0 .9973 − 1 = 0 .07986

or 7 .986 percent.

insert table III here

The matrix C in table II also display in a surface graph as figure 1. It is clear that

the surface is jagged rather than flat. The peak means the corresponding currency is most

over-valued while the trough means the corresponding currency is most over-valued. With

arbitrage activities continuing, the peak will go down and the through will go up, so as to

the surface become flatter and flatter. If the surface is flat with all elements equal to unity,

then arbitrage opportunities vanish. After the transaction costs are taken into consideration,

AER will be smaller, and the arbitrage-free plane is no longer a flat plane but a cubic layer,
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its thickness is decided by the proportional transaction cost parameter t.

6 Conclusions

The traditional identification of foreign exchange arbitrage opportunities is only restricted

to “try and error” style of direct arbitrage or triangular arbitrage, and the methodology

is either traditional or intricate. But our new theory detects arbitrage opportunities in a

simple pattern and in a general background, no matter how many currencies there are. The

theory is rigorous but the method is very simple to understand and to implement in practice.

The larger number of currencies means more advantageous for the theory and method. In

addition, we demonstrate the optimal arbitrage path in 3D arbitrage plane and it is very

intuitive for dealers to identify arbitrage opportunities.
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7 Appendix: The eigen’s financial implications

7.1 Actual exchange rates matrix A’s special properties

We first discuss some properties of the benchmark matrix B, then discuss

when B is perturbed to be matrix A.

7.1.1 Perron-Frobenius Theorem: The positive matrix B has some

properties

B has a real positive simple eigenvalue λmax(also called Perron’s root) and

its modulus actually dominate the moduli of all other eigenvalues.

The eigenvector corresponding to λmaxhas positive components and is es-

sentially unique.

min
1≤i≤n

(Bx)i

xi
≤ λmax ≤ max

i≤i≤n

(Bx)i

xi
(19)

7.2 Benchmark matrix B means instantaneous equilibrium ”value”

matrix

It is obviously that the matrix of exchange rates is a positive matrix, due

to the general existence and uniqueness of λmax and the existence of the

corresponding eigenvector, let

G = [g1, g2, ..gi, ...gn]
T be the corresponding eigenvector, then we form a

matrix B = {bij = gi/gj}; it is the instantaneous equilibrium ”value” matrix.

Just recall the parity system under gold standard, they are similar.

Before studying the properties of the matrix B, we first study its perturbed

matrix A with perturbation coefficient matrix C, which is given by
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cij = aij/bij (20)

of which cij = 1 for all i = j and cij 6= 1 for all i 6= j.

For matrix A, according to the Perron-Frobenius Theorem, the ith com-

ponent of the eigenvector corresponding to λmax is:

(AG)i = λmaxgi (21)

n∑
j=1

aijgj = λmaxgi (22)

λmax =
n∑

j=1

aij
gj

gi
(23)

The sum for n rows,

nλmax =
n∑

i,j=1

aij
gj

gi
= n +

∑

i6=j

aij
gj

gi
(24)

According to the formula (24) , substitutes with (20) , then

nλmax − n =
n∑

1≤i≤jn

[cij + cji] (25)
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From (25) we know that λmax is directly related to the perturbation co-

efficients cij, If no perturbation to matrix B then all cij = 1,and matrix A

is same as matrix B, and its maximum eigenvalue λmax = n, that is to say

matrix A is also an arbitrage-free matrix. If cij deviates slightly from unity,

then λmax deviates slightly from n, then the discrepancy between λmax and n

may be an indicator for perturbation degree from arbitrage-free benchmark

matrix, therefore the arbitrage opportunities. In formula (25) we depict the

relationship between λmax−n and discrepancies between cij and unity under

general case.

The most special case is cij = 1 for all i, j = 1, 2, . . . n, this means matrix

A is completely same as B. Because

nλmax − n =
n∑

1≤i<j≤n

[1 + 1] = n2 − n (26)

i.e. λmax = n, then matrix B has the maximum eigenvalue λmax = n and

the corresponding eigenvector is G = [g1, g2, ..gi, ...gn]
T .

7.3 Actual matrix A as a perturbed matrix relative to the instan-

taneous equilibrium ”value” matrix B, where C is a pertur-

bation matrix

Let us analyze matrix A from general cases to special cases such direct arbi-

trage and triangular arbitrage.

7.3.1 The relationship among λmax, the corresponding eigenvector

and arbitrage opportunities

In practice, direct arbitrage opportunities are easier to identify and this makes

cij ∗ cji ≈ 1 for i 6= j,
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In order to make an equation, let

cij ∗ cji = 1 + εij (27)

which εijis small for i 6= j.

From formula (25) ,

nλmax − n =
n∑

1≤i<j≤n

[
cij +

1

cij

]
+

n∑
1≤i<j≤n

[
εij

cij

]
(28)

For any arbitrary δij > −1, let

cij = 1 + δij (29)

plug it into (28), we have

λmax − n =
1

n

n∑
1≤i<j≤n

[
δ2
ij

1 + δij
+

1

cij

]
+

1

n

n∑
1≤i<j≤n

[
εij

cij

]
(30)

In general case, εij 6= 0, for some i, j, from (27) and (29) , we get:

εij =
δij

1 + δij
+ δji (31)
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substituting it into (30), we get

λmax − n =
1

n

(
n∑

1≤i<j≤n

[
δ2
ij + δji

1 + δij

]
+

n∑
1≤i<j≤n

[
δij

(1 + δij)2

])
(32)

From formula (32) we know that λmax is directly related to the discrep-

ancies . If deviates slightly from 0, then λmax − n deviates slightly from 0.

λmax − n is an indicator for arbitrage opportunities.

7.3.2 Actual matrix as direct arbitrage free matrix

Now let us see a special case, the matrix is free of direct arbitrage, then aij =

1/aji. It is easy to know that cij = aij/bij = aij/(gi/gj) = (1/aji)/(1/(gj/gi)) =

1/(aji/bji) = 1/cji,, i.e. cij = 1/cji , form formula (??) we know that εij = 0

, substitute it to formula (32), we have

λmax − n =
1

n

n∑
1≤i<j≤n

δ2
ij

1 + δij
(33)

This means, λmax = n if and only if δij = 0 ( or cij = 1) for all i, j =

1, 2 . . . .n.

In other word, under the case of actual matrix A is free of direct arbitrage,

if λmax = n then it is free of triangular arbitrage, and further more it is free

of any pattern of arbitrage; This is vice versa. This means λmax is the unique

indicator for arbitrage opportunities in a matrix which is absence of direct

arbitrage.
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7.3.3 Actual matrix as triangular arbitrage free matrix

Let us see a more special case, the matrix is free of triangular arbitrage, then

cik ∗ ckj = cij , for any i, j, k=1,2. . . n. This implies that cii ∗ cii = cii and

cii = 1 for all i, cij ∗ cji = cii = 1, means cij = 1/cji, then it is returned to

the case (2), the relation between λmax and arbitrage opportunities remains

the same.

Matrix C as divergent perturbations to the plane, the most divergent

points (the peak and trough, which means greatest arbitrage opportunities)

have the most strong tendencies to approach to the approaches to the flat

plane. This is depicted by eigen-reverting process in formula (??).
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